The International Centre for Counter-Terrorism -The Hague (ICCT) is an independent knowledge centre that focuses on information creation, collation and dissemination pertaining to the preventative and international legal aspects of counter-terrorism. The core of ICCT's work centres on such themes as de-and counterradicalisation, human rights, impunity, the rule of law and communication in relation to counter-terrorism. Functioning as a nucleus within the international counter-terrorism network, ICCT -The Hague endeavours to connect academics, policymakers and practitioners by providing a platform for productive collaboration, practical research, exchange of expertise and analysis of relevant scholarly findings. By connecting the knowledge of experts to the issues that policymakers are confronted with, ICCT -The Hague contributes to the strengthening of both research and policy. Consequently, avenues to new and innovative solutions are identified, which will reinforce both human rights and security. 
Introduction
Since the 2011 uprising against the Mubarak regime in Egypt, there has been increasing instability in the Sinai Peninsula. From early 2011, Sinai's population retaliated against the security state, but the cause of violence in the peninsula soon transitioned from Bedouin grievances to salafi jihadism. Hard-line militant Muslims used Sinai as a launch-point for attacks against Israel and turned on the Egyptian state for its treatment of fellow Muslims. After the July 2013 coup against President Mohamed Morsi, a Muslim Brotherhood leader, attacks in and from Sinai increased exponentially.
Even as the Egyptian military launched large, sustained operations to counter the threat, Sinai's salafi jihadists expanded their fight: by attacking Egypt's "mainland" with car-bombs, carrying out an assassination campaign against Egyptian security officials and using advanced weaponry to take down a military helicopter. Until recently, Sinai's salafi jihadist groups' primary targets were Israel and Egypt's security establishment. The growing concern that their targets would continue to shift, however, became more justified with a February 2014 attack on tourists. Such a trend puts western interests, including tourists, foreign embassies and perhaps even ships in the Suez Canal into their sights.
This Research Paper provides a brief background on the security situation in Sinai prior to Egypt's 2011 uprising. It then outlines post-uprising salafi jihadist attacks on Egypt's security establishment, the Sinai's gas pipeline and civilians. It also considers attacks from Sinai against Israel and against Egyptian targets outside the peninsula. The Paper then maps political and violent actors in Sinai, as well as the connections of Sinai's violent groups to international salafi jihadist networks, including al Qaeda (AQ). It then describes past policy responses by successive Egyptian governments, the governments of Israel, United States (US) and European nations to the security problems of Sinai.
The final two sections provide four future scenarios for the Sinai Peninsula before offering policy recommendations for Egypt and the international community to direct Sinai toward more sustainable and desired outcomes. The current trajectory of salafi jihadist violence and Egyptian efforts to counter it could result in the following scenarios:
• Scenario A: Draining the swamp. The Egyptian armed forces and police succeed in clearing Sinai of salafi jihadist actors. The government then works with the local population to address legitimate grievances, therefore minimising support for anti-state violence.
• Scenario B: Return of the security state. The Egyptian armed forces and police achieve stability in Sinai through brute force and intimidation. This solves the immediate security problem, but perpetuates tensions between Sinai and the state. • Scenario C: Sinai insurgency. Egypt's armed forces redeploy from Sinai. Salafi jihadists continue to threaten in the peninsula, but Egypt isolates Sinai from the mainland -disrupting external attacks and any flow of foreign fighters.
• Scenario D: Global jihadist safe-haven. Egypt's armed forces redeploy from Sinai but cannot localise the insurgency, so Sinai-based groups regularly attack mainland Egypt. The peninsula becomes a safe-haven for salafi jihadists and a training hub for foreign fighters.
The best possible outcome for Egypt, the region and the international community is scenario A; the more likely scenario B is not sustainable, but could also manage in the short-to medium-term to quiet anti-state violence. Therefore, Egyptian and international policies should steer current trends towards outcome A.
Egypt should: 1. Continue its military and law enforcement campaign in Sinai, working with the local population to address mutual security threats and rebuild trust; 2. Ensure to as great an extent as possible the protection of Sinai's civilian population during pursuit of suspected salafi jihadists, and promptly investigate and release those falsely arrested in security raids; 3. Provide promised financial aid to Sinai residents affected by military operations; 4. Strengthen border security through increased technology and better trained patrols; and 5. Work with tribal leaders, the Sinai population and development specialists to address sources of economic and other frustrations among the peninsula's residents.
Meanwhile, the international community, through security cooperation and training, can increase the likelihood that Egypt will succeed in its operations against Sinai-based terrorists. Through targeted aid and investment, the international community could possibly increase the likelihood that the Egyptian government will address local grievances after a successful security approach (scenario A).
Security Situation in Sinai Prior to the 2011 Uprising
Recent focus on the security deterioration in the Sinai Peninsula since the downfall of the Mubarak regime in February 2011 tends to overlook the longstanding security problems there. The return of this border region following the 1973 war and 1979 EgyptIsrael Peace Treaty was viewed as a nationalist victory for Egypt. However, the government in Cairo, the security sector and their supporters in the media treated Sinai differently from the "mainland", and its inhabitants were stereotypically viewed as criminals and terrorists. 
Overview Of Terrorist Activity In Sinai Since 2011

Attacks on Egypt's security establishment
The early successes of Egyptian protestors to hold Cairo's Tahrir Square in January 2011 resulted in the mysterious melting away of police and security forces nationwide.
5 One hypothesis at the time was that this was a planned attempt to sow chaos, exemplifying to Egyptians how much they needed the regime.
6 Planned or not, chaos ensued in the Sinai Peninsula. The disappearance of the security state gave Sinai's population the opportunity to avenge its suffering by sacking abandoned checkpoints, police stations and intelligence offices throughout the peninsula. The police forces -with military backing -continue efforts to regain their footing in Sinai. 7 The security situation deteriorated in Sinai for a year and a half before the militant threat re-emerged in the national spotlight. On 5 August 2012, a brazen, coordinated attack on military barracks in Rafah resulted in the death of sixteen Egyptian soldiers. The attackers then stormed the Israeli border. One of the Egyptian military vehicles they had stolen exploded breaching the border fence, while the other was obliterated in Israeli territory.
8
The attack caused a public uproar. Both Egypt and Israel blamed Gaza-based groups, but no claims of responsibility were made. To this day, the Egyptian government has not publicly identified the group behind the attack and it was more than a year before it named any alleged participants.
9
The pace of attacks on Egyptian security forces in Sinai increased exponentially with the army's removal of Mohamed Morsi, who had been president for just a year.
10 At least one leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, from which Morsi hailed, suggested these attacks were in retaliation for the coup; and the interim Egyptian government blamed the Brotherhood directly for the uptick in violence.
11 More likely, however, the increase in salafi jihadist attacks came from an opportunism on the part of the militants -who were not supporters of the Brotherhood while it was in power -and a response to a newly activist military in the peninsula: an increase in Egyptian military forces provided an increase in salafi jihadist targets. Security forces in Sinai came under neardaily attack in July and August 2013, including roadside improvised explosive devices (IEDs), suicide bombings and gangland-style executions.
12 By the autumn and winter, the situation had "stabilised" to two or three attacks a week. 
Attacks on the Sinai pipeline
Another opportune target in Sinai is the natural gas pipeline which crosses the peninsula and feeds Egyptian industrial zones, Jordan and, until recently, Israel. The first attack on the pipeline occurred while Hosni Mubarak was still in power; and during the first eighteen months following Egypt's uprising it was attacked around fifteen times.
14 The pipeline's symbolism is twofold: for the Bedouin, it is a stolen resource by which Cairo profits at their expense; for the salafi jihadists, it is an Islamic resource being sold to "the Zionist occupier".
The pipeline attacks subsided during Morsi's rule but returned again after his ouster. Following a contract dispute in 2012, gas no longer flows to Israel. 15 In these post-coup incidents, attackers are purposefully disrupting the flow to military-controlled industrial plants in the Sinai. 16 
Attacks against civilians
Although the vast majority of attacks in Sinai target the military and police, a suicide bomber belonging to a Sinaibased Islamist militant group attacked a bus of South Korean tourists -killing three, and the bus driver -in Taba on 16 February 2014. As with attacks on the pipeline, salafi jihadists framed this shift in targeting part of their "economic war" on the Egyptian state. 17 The tourism sector accounts for approximately eleven percent of Egypt's gross domestic product, and it is likely attacks on tourists will continue.
18
While that was the first terrorist attack on foreign tourists since Mubarak's ouster, Egyptian civilians have also been the target of salafi jihadist violence and intimidation. For example, in September 2012, leaflets warned Coptic Christians in Rafah to leave the city within 48 hours. When the time expired, masked men fired on a Christian shop.
19
Most Christian families left Rafah after the 2011 uprising, when the city's only church, the Holy Family Church, was looted and destroyed. 20 One of al Arish's two churches was sacked following Morsi's July 2013 ouster.
21
In addition, North Sinai's residents -and especially tribal leaders -risk the militants' wrath if they are perceived as supporting the Egyptian military's campaign against terrorism. For example, in December 2013, eight Sinai Bedouin were killed in a 48 hour period, "after being accused of collaborating with the Egyptian army".
22 In February 2014, men in Rafah handed out leaflets naming nine individuals, with the following text: "To Muslims who are fighting with the army, we caution you not to take us on our mercy". 
Attacks against Israel
One of the international community's concerns of an AQ-inspired (if not -linked) haven in Sinai is the security threat this presence would impose on Israel. There have been two major cross-border attacks against Israel. In addition to the August 2012 incident mentioned above, in which no Israelis were harmed, was an August 2011 attack on an Israeli bus heading along the border to the southern resort city of Eilat. Eight Israelis were killed in that hours-long, multi-pronged attack. Militants targeted first the bus and then responding Israeli forces, which chased the attackers back over the border and killed Egyptian border guards in the process. 25 Israeli patrols and labourers working on the border have on occasion been targeted by sniper fire from Sinai as well. 26 More concerning to Israel, because of the effect on its tourist industry, are the handful of rockets that have been fired at Eilat from Sinai. In April 2012, Eilat was targeted from Sinai by rocket-fire for the first time after the 2011 uprising. In total, there were seven rocket attacks (eight total rockets) against Israel in 2012 -most fired toward Eilat. 27 In 2013, five rockets were launched towards Eilat in three incidents: two of those attacks (and three rockets) took place after the 3 July coup. 28 In just the first month of 2014, there were two separate rocket attacks on Eilat. 29 To date, these have caused no casualties and minimal damage. In addition to the worry that a rocket could land in Eilat's hotel or shopping district, the biggest concern of Israeli security officials is that Sinai-based salafi jihadists would target civilian planes arriving at or departing from the Eilat airport with anti-aircraft missiles. Israeli intelligence analysts believe groups in Sinai and Gaza control such weaponry and their use is a matter of "when" not "if".
Attacks on Egypt's "mainland"
Sinai's salafi jihadists announced their presence west of the Suez Canal with a bang: the failed assassination attempt on Interior Minister Mohamed Ibrahim near his Cairo home on 5 September 2013. 30 It was the first carbombing outside Sinai (the second in Egypt) since the 2011 uprising.
To date, the most deadly attack on Egypt's mainland to come out of Sinai took place in Mansoura on 24 December 2013. The blast killed at least fifteen and injured more than 130, the majority of whom, including at least nine of the dead, were police officers inside the building when the bomb exploded shortly after one o'clock in the morning. 31 The Mansoura bombing was followed soon after by another outside a military intelligence building in Anshas, Sharqiya. 32 Then, on 24 January 2014, a strike in the heart of Cairo: shaking the capital with a massive car-bomb outside the Cairo Security Directorate. 33 Additionally, Sinai's salafi jihadists have been involved in an assassination campaign of national security and interior ministry officials. 34 In addition to attacks by Sinai-based groups, smaller, mainland-based groups have also claimed responsibility for attacks on police, state infrastructure and even ships in the Suez Canal.
Mapping Political and Violent Actors in Sinai
Bedouin tribal leaders
The Bedouin population is thought to be between 80,000 and 200,000 out of 554,000 official residents of Sinai. 36 Tribes are spread across the peninsula and some, most prominently the Tarabin, are also found in Israel and the Palestinian territories. 37 Tribal leaders do not encourage violent extremism and, indeed, the current Islamist insurgency challenges the Bedouin tribal structure and wellbeing.
38
Bedouin law, known as 'urf law, has historically served the tribes of Sinai well, given the lack of strong authority centralised states have had over the peninsula. 39 On the one hand, Sinai tribes have an adversarial relationship with the Egyptian state, and they have been viewed as collaborators with Israel, which ruled the peninsula from 1967 to 1982. 40 On the other hand, the tribal structure allowed Cairo to control Sinai's population by building relationships with tribal leaders, or shaykhs, who would then oversee their people. 41 Bedouin leaders, in return, are ambivalent about working with Egypt's government. The distant politicians in Cairo have failed to deliver promised services and employment to Sinai. 42 As noted above, the poor public perception of Sinai residents, and especially the Bedouin population, left the peninsula isolated from and underdeveloped by the state. North Sinai residents have long lamented that "the government had failed them".
43
Lack of employment opportunities and state-sponsored development programmes created a perception among the Sinai population of unfair treatment, made worse by other unequal treatment, including the prohibition for most Bedouin to serve in the military or police.
44
The problem was compounded by unjust treatment and collective punishment following the South Sinai bombings of the 2000s. In January 2011, when state security abandoned Sinai, armed Bedouin exacted their revenge on the infrastructure of the security services. At the same time, however, tribal vigilantes maintained order and protected their kinsmen and the wider population of the region. 45 The Sinai population's perception of "being treated like second-class citizens" provides a useful recruitment tool for violent actors: offering youth a chance for revenge against the state that has kept them down.
46
The tribes want the state to take on the risks of solving the current security problem. 47 However, the security sector -the police under the Mubarak regime and the army today -uses a heavy hand to deal with ICCT -The Hague Research Paper Zack Gold
Sinai's instability. Military and law enforcement operations that cast too wide a net foster the kind of resentment that could create another generation of militants.
Bedouin smugglers
Smuggling through Sinai is both lucrative and destructive for Sinai's tribes. The trade in drugs, weapons, persons and commodities provides one of the only avenues of employment in the region, but it also enriches nontraditional tribal elites, whose wealth, power and weaponry can challenge tribal leaders. Smuggling of this scale, therefore, erodes centuries of tribal structure. The power of the smuggler kingpins also checks the willingness of tribal elites to work with the state on counter-smuggling efforts.
Islamic courts
As tribal law demonstrates, the Sinai Peninsula has long been home to alternative rule out of state reach. However, as Mara Revkin has documented, there has been a growing trend of Islamic courts replacing traditional 'urf courts in the maintenance of law and order. 48 This trend, though, is not necessarily driven by a growth in religious zeal. Instead, the sharia judges are often viewed as less corrupt than tribal judges, especially those perceived to be linked to the intelligence services. Further -often with funding from mainland-based organisations -Islamic courts are free for complainants, unlike tribal courts.
Some of Sinai's sharia judges would be viewed as extreme by any standard, and the anti-Islamist tension in Cairo has taken a toll on the state's tolerance for these informal extra-state structures. Islamist judges have been arrested, their courts closed for inflammatory statements and anti-military incitement following the ouster of Mohamed Morsi. 49 Though sharia courts are likely to continue underground, the trend towards an increased acceptance has probably peaked for the foreseeable future.
Salafiya Jihadiya
The direction taken by Salafiya Jihadiya, perhaps the largest organised "activist" Salafi group operating throughout Egypt, will heavily influence how far Sinai -and Egypt as a whole -descends into anti-state violence. Salafiya Jihadiya has organised massive protests and its statements call for jihad against the Egyptian military. 50 However, Salafiya Jihadiya has never itself claimed responsibility for any attacks. As such, its estimated five thousand followers may serve as a force multiplier for the smaller, but openly more violent, salafi jihadist groups in Sinai. 51 The group is led by Mohamed al Zawahiri -the younger brother of AQ's leader, Ayman al Zawahiri -but there is no proof of contact between the siblings. Some sources claim the younger al Zawahiri had been training Salafiya Jihadiya fighters in Sinai, but he was re-arrested in Cairo in August 2013. 
Ansar Bayt al Maqdis
Ansar Bayt al Maqdis ("Supporters of Jerusalem", ABM) is the most active, effective and vocal terrorist group in Sinai -and, increasingly, in mainland Egypt. ABM reportedly has fewer than a thousand members. 53 However, it has taken credit for attacks from rocket strikes against Israel, to bombings in North and South Sinai, an assassination attempt on the Egyptian interior minister and attacks on security headquarters and police in Cairo, ABM's short history is still unsettled, despite the group's own propaganda video announcing its origins.
54
Statements from ABM first appeared in 2011. By its own admission, the group was founded by Egyptians, some from the Nile Delta, who sought refuge in Sinai. However, Egyptian security sources and other Islamist leaders claim ABM is the Egyptian wing of a Gaza-based salafi jihadist group.
55
A likely bridge for these divergent histories is that some of ABM's founders and early fighters were Egyptians that trained in a Gazan salafi jihadist camp before setting up their operations in Sinai. This would also explain why the Gaza-based Mujahideen Shura Council (MSC), a salafi jihadist group that sometimes attacks Israel from Sinai, regularly commemorates ABM fighters and circulates ABM propaganda. In August 2013 MSC even fired a rocket at Eilat in retaliation for the alleged Israeli assassination of ABM fighters in Rafah. 56 Reciprocally, in October 2012 ABM threatened to retaliate for Israel's assassination of MSC leaders. 57 The name "Supporters of Jerusalem" paints a target on Israel. However, in fewer than three years ABM has morphed from targeting Israel and attempting to disrupt Egypt-Israel relations -such as the pipeline and cross-border attacks -to an almost exclusive focus on its war against the Egyptian army -especially since summer 2013. 58 The group addressed this discrepancy head-on in a January 2014 statement claiming credit for a rocket attack on Eilat: " [O] ur war with the enemy inside will not make us forget the prime enemy of the (Muslim) nation [Israel] , who occupies the land and defiles the sacred places". 59 At the moment, ABM is caught in a fight for survival against the Egyptian military, but it still sets its sights on attacking Israel.
Meanwhile, ABM is continuously advancing its threat capabilities. Since December 2013 the group has shown a capability to regularly strike targets west of the Suez, primarily with massive car bombs. It is also involved in an assassination campaign. On 25 January 2014, ABM for the first time struck an Egyptian helicopter with an anti-aircraft missile in the Shaykh Zuweid area of Sinai: a worrying development -proving the group's capacity to down aircraft -but too soon to call a trend.
Because little is known about ABM, which has expanded its reach and deadliness since the July 2013 coup, efforts have been made by Egypt's current leaders and their supporters in the press to link the group to the Muslim Brotherhood. The closest link provided is a confession by the son of a supposed Brotherhood figure of his involvement in scouting out an ABM target, but the Egyptian government has yet to provide concrete evidence of a connection between the groups. 60 This has not stopped rampant speculation in the Egyptian press, however. One report in September 2013 claimed that ABM was funded by Khairat al Shater, the wealthy deputy leader of the Brotherhood. 
Tawhid wal Jihad
ABM is often referred to as "AQ-inspired", but the original AQ-inspired group in Sinai is Tawhid wal Jihad ("Monotheism and Holy War"), which carried out simultaneous bombings against tourist targets in the South Sinai resort towns of Taba (2004), Sharm al Shaykh (2005) and Dahab (2006) . 62 These events led to massive roundups 54 D. Barnett, "Ansar Jerusalem: 'The light of victory has begun to shine '", The Long War Journal, 15 January 2013, of suspects in Sinai by the Egyptian police and intelligence services; and the attacks on Egypt's economic drivers did not gain the organisation any sympathy. By the end of the Mubarak regime, Tawhid wal Jihad had been crushed by the security services and was no longer considered a threat to the state. However, some suspected members either continued to operate in Sinai or returned there following jailbreaks that coincided with the 2011 uprising and prison releases thereafter. In summer 2011, members of Tawhid wal Jihad attacked a police station and a bank in al Arish in North Sinai, killing five policemen and a civilian. 63 The Egyptian army claims that Tawhid wal Jihad still maintains a military wing; and on 18 January 2014, the armed forces spokesman announced the army and police had killed its commander. 64 According to some reports, Tawhid wal Jihad integrated into the ranks of ABM fighters. 65 Indeed, in eulogising one of its founding members, ABM noted his previous association with two Tawhid wal Jihad leaders, who were killed by Egyptian security forces in 2005 and 2006. 66 While not corroborated, such a merger could explain why the older group, if still active in militancy, has not claimed responsibility for recent attacks.
Muhammad Jamal Network
Muhammad Jamal Abd al Rahim Ahmad al Kashif (frequently referred to as just Muhammad Jamal) is a veteran of Ayman al Zawahiri's al Jihad group. Imprisoned by the Mubarak regime, he was released in 2011 by the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF), which ruled Egypt at the time. 67 Jamal lived a double life for more than a year. He lived in the open, even attending graduate studies. 68 At the same time, however, he established terrorist training camps in Sinai, western Egypt and Libya. 69 Jamal was rearrested by the Egyptians in November 2012, following suspicions that his group, the Muhammad Jamal Network (MJN), was involved in the 11 September 2012 attack on the US mission in Benghazi, Libya. 70 Upon his arrest, a letter to al Zawahiri was found on Jamal's computer, asking for assistance and reporting that MJN had established terrorist groups in Sinai. 71 Early and intense focus by Egypt and the international community significantly degraded the network's capabilities. 72 Although the group's specific activities in Sinai are unknown, there is speculation that Jamal had a relationship with ABM. 73 As reported by The Long War Journal, sources told an Egyptian newspaper in October 2013 that Jamal confessed to interrogators that he had trained Walid Badr, the former military officer who attempted to kill the Egyptian interior minister with a suicide carbomb -an attack claimed by ABM.
Takfir wal Higra
Takfir wal Higra ("Excommunication and Exodus") was a precursor group to AQ. A violent off-shoot of Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood, it was crushed in its home country decades ago: although salafi jihadist groups in other locales use the name. Takfir wal Higra re-emerged briefly in Sinai following the 2011 uprising. 75 It is unclear, however, if the members of this group had any relation to the original iteration, or if it simply appropriated the familiar name.
Takfir wal Higra was reportedly being aided by Ramzi Mahmoud al Mowafi, known as "the chemist", who was an explosives expert and had been the personal doctor to Osama Bin Laden before his 1996 arrest in Egypt for being an AQ member. 76 As reported by CNN, al Mowafi fled his life sentence during the 30 January 2011 mass prison breaks, and by August 2011 he was spotted in North Sinai. 
Regional Linkages of Violent Actors in Sinai
Egyptian security sources believe ABM includes Syrians, Yemenis and other foreign Arabs, but is primarily made up of Sinai Arabs and Gazans. 78 There is also growing concern about Egyptians returning from Syria's civil war and aiding salafi jihadists in Sinai with skills gained fighting abroad. 
Palestinian Salafi groups
The neighbouring Gaza Strip is a source of international support for salafi jihadists operating in Sinai. In addition to bordering Sinai, Gaza has long served as a training ground for foreign jihadists. 80 Egyptian intelligence sources are concerned that Hamas allows Gaza-based salafi jihadists to cooperate with Sinai cells. 81 In addition to its links with the Gaza-based Mujahideen Shura Council, ABM is also known to collaborate with the Popular Resistance Committees in the Palestinian enclave.
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Hamas, the Islamist group ruling the Gaza Strip, has come under tremendous pressure from Cairo: both for its relationship with the Muslim Brotherhood -of which Hamas is an off-shoot -and for the suspected salafi jihadist threat emanating from Gaza. 89 Additionally, like many other known AQ affiliates, ABM is already pursuing a localised terror campaign against a perceived corrupt regime. As such, whether or not ABM or any other group in Sinai is technically a part of AQ seems not to matter.
2013, the
One key threat indicator for future research would be a growth in foreign fighter involvement in the Sinai insurgency. To date, however, the Sinai jihad does not appear to have anywhere near the same draw for foreigners as does the civil war in Syria, or as did the opportunity to fight the US and the shi'a in Iraq.
Egypt's Policy Responses and Initiatives towards Sinai
Government prior to 2011
For the Egyptian government in Cairo, the Sinai Peninsula has been a longstanding problem viewed primarily from a security perspective. As such, the solution was viewed as a security one. Prior to the 2011 uprising, Sinai governance was overseen by the Ministry of Interior and Egyptian intelligence, in collaboration with regimeappointed tribal leaders. As a strategic backwater, the state wished to maintain a certain level of calm without paying much attention to the local population. This attitude, of course, was not limited to Sinai and was in many ways the driving force that led to the 25 January Revolution.
Despite US and Israeli protests, the Mubarak regime generally looked the other way as Sinai Bedouin and Gazans established smuggling routes. Some observers insist the Egyptian intelligence service even helped them. 90 However, threats to Egyptian security -and especially to its important tourist economy -were dealt with by 84 M. Michael, "Egypt's Sinai emerges as new theater for jihad", Associated Press, 3 September 2013, harsh response. In reaction to the South Sinai resort bombings of 2004-2006 mentioned above, Egypt's police and intelligence forces went after Sinai's population with a vengeance. Thousands were arrested, some reportedly tortured, and many remain imprisoned indefinitely. 
SCAF government, 2011-2012
The grievances of the past three decades sat heavily on the Sinai population by the time of the 2011 uprising. The interim authorities acknowledged the mistakes of the past. The army hoped to have a better relationship with the people of Sinai than did the Ministry of Interior. 92 The police had dissolved nationwide and general law and order was left to the military. Immediately, the SCAF worked out an arrangement with the Israeli government to permit more forces in the Sinai Peninsula than is allowed for by the security annex of the 1979 Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty. 93 Despite consistent attacks on police and the gas pipeline after Mubarak's ouster, it was in summer 2011 that the Sinai threat really grabbed Cairo's attention. In late July of that year, a large number of salafi jihadists paraded through al Arish, the capital of North Sinai governorate, carrying the black flags that have become a symbol of salafi jihadism. Weeks later in August 2011, when "AQ in the Sinai Peninsula" announced its intention to form an Islamic state in the peninsula, Cairo launched Operation Eagle to scare away the salafi jihadist threat. Two special forces brigades, tanks and Apache helicopters were deployed to North Sinai, with tanks operating around al Arish, Rafah and Shaykh Zuweid for the first time since the signing of the peace treaty. 94 In this early iteration, Operation Eagle's purpose was to kick the salafi jihadists out of North Sinai's population centres, which was successful. However, Operation Eagle did not significantly challenge salafi jihadist hideouts in the isolated peninsula or aim to break the link between allied groups in Gaza and Sinai. Indeed, a week into the operation, on 18 August, salafi jihadists carried out the worst cross-border attack on Israel in the post-Mubarak period.
Morsi government, 2012-2013
During SCAF rule, Sinai's salafi jihadist groups rarely offered direct challenges to the military: primarily, they were keen to present a show of force in North Sinai. As such, Operation Eagle was the military's counter: showing its force. The AQ name disappeared from North Sinai, and the military redeployed back to the Suez Canal. The situation changed a year later.
On 5 August 2012, an attack on the Rafah barracks shook the Egyptian military and population. Only a month into his term, President Mohamed Morsi sacked the longstanding defence minister and promoted General al Sisi to take his place. The military launched Operation Eagle II, this time "to confront criminals and achieve security and stability in Sinai". 95 By October 2012, a large amount of Egyptian forces had been withdrawn from Sinai, and local media was questioning the effectiveness of the military's Sinai campaign. 96 In the winter months, however, the Egyptian military stepped up its campaign to counter smuggling through underground tunnels between Gaza and Sinai. Overnight, Egyptian officials viewed these tunnels as a threat to national security, and in February 2013 the armed forces even began flooding them. In conjunction with military operations in autumn 2012, under state auspices, al Azhar University conducted religious lessons and other counter-radicalisation programming in Sinai as part of an effort to counter violent extremist ideology. 98 At the same time, salafi groups aligned with the Morsi presidency conducted "political dialogue" with salafi jihadist groups in an effort to get the Sinai groups not to aim their arms at the state. 99 However, political outreach to Sinai's salafi jihadists was controversial: opponents of Morsi viewed these missions as appeasement at best and tacit support for the salafi jihadist cause at worst.
Post-Morsi interim government, 2013-present
The Morsi period ended with an aggressive clampdown on the Sinai Peninsula. To the west, the Egyptian Ministry of Interior announced that it would close all routes from Sinai to the mainland in the lead up to the nationwide protests that brought down Morsi. 100 To the east, the Egyptian military had for all intents and purposes halted tunnel trade between Gaza and Sinai. Immediately after the 3 July coup, fewer than ten tunnels were still functioning. 101 Post-Morsi Egypt has witnessed the most intense and sustained military operations in Sinai; but it has also seen an increase in deadly attacks by Sinai's salafi jihadists both inside and outside the peninsula. To date, major military offensives in Sinai since Morsi's ouster have continued a similar pattern as in the previous year: each carried out in response to an escalation in Sinai-based violence. The first, the two-day Operation Desert Storm, was launched at the end of July 2013. 102 The deployment came one day after Egyptians answered Defence Minister al Sisi's call to rally in support of a security crackdown against terrorism and violence. 103 The de facto Egyptian leader's rallying cry focused on the political violence that had rocked Egyptian cities since the coup, but it also came on the same day as Egypt's first car-bombing since the 2011 uprising. 104 The 24 July car-bomb in al Arish exploded before reaching its intended target, killing only the three attackers, but it was a sign of what Sinai's salafi jihadists had in store for the peninsula and the entire country.
Another military offensive followed the September 2013 assassination attempt on Egypt's interior minister. Two days later, the armed forces launched the largest and most protracted operation in Sinai since the 1973 war. Not only did the military deploy massive amounts of troops and armament, but witnesses reported door-to-door searches for salafi jihadist suspects. 105 However, the sustained campaign did not end the threat -neither in Sinai nor west of the Suez. Days after the latest military operation picked up, two more near-simultaneous car-bombs killed six soldiers in Rafah.
106 Exactly a month after the September 2012 deployment, ABM struck a security directorate in al Tor: the first car-bomb in South Sinai since 2006.
Reacting to the ABM attack on the Dakahliya Security Directorate in Mansoura in December 2013, the armed forces spokesman said it "increases our resolve to cleanse the homeland" of "supporters of extremist groups".
108 Within a day, 47 suspected criminal centres in Sinai had been struck by the military. 109 The Egyptian armed forces again concentrated its operations at the end of January and beginning of February 2014. ABM again escalated its attacks with the use of a man-portable air-defence system (MANPADS) on 25 January 2014, the day after the Cairo Security Directorate bombing. In the weeks following the helicopter attack, the Egyptian military pounded suspected salafi jihadist safe-havens around al Arish, Rafah and Shaykh Zuweid using Apache helicopters. The blatant use of helicopters in these operations was the most effective -and indiscriminate -way to take on the salafi jihadists, but it was also a clear signal that one MANPADS attack had not hindered the military's operations.
Although the armed forces and police are more seriously cracking down on Sinai's terror threat than at any other time since the 2011 uprising, some Sinai residents and Egyptian activists worry about military excesses. Residents of North Sinai claim the army is "burning whole villages in retribution" as part of a "scorched earth" policy. 110 When military operations are ongoing, telephone and internet connections are cut for the population, sometimes from before sunrise to after sunset. 111 In the current period, Egypt's ministry of interior also has become more proficient in intelligence, investigative and police work. In early January 2014, Interior Minister Mohamed Ibrahim announced during a press conference that a man named Tawfik Mohammed Freij was the leader of ABM.
112 ABM never mentioned Freij as one of its leaders, until the group announced his death on 14 March. 113 Also in March, the police also hunted down another ABM member, suspected of involvement in the January Cairo bombing. 114 Operating off a tip in the early morning of 19 March, the police and armed forces conducted a joint raid on an ABM bombmanufacturing plant in in Qalioubiya governorate, which resulted in the death of six militants and two officers during an hours-long shoot-out. 115 Joint raids between police and military forces have become more common, in and out of Sinai, and according to statements by the Egyptian armed forces spokesman information on detained suspects is shared with Egypt's judiciary for legal prosecutions. 
Needed: More Than a Security Solution
An overarching theme of Egyptian policy toward Sinai has been the focus on Sinai as a "security" issue. The above periods have differed in the intensity of Cairo's response to Sinai's impact on national security, but there has been little consideration of Sinai in any other context. Since Mubarak's ouster, successive governments have spoken of the need to address Sinai's economic, developmental and unemployment problems, but no major projects have been implemented.
The current interim government, despite multiple promises, still has yet to compensate North Sinai's population for the destruction caused by its war against salafi jihadists.
117 Meanwhile, Sinai residents have complained in the Egyptian press about human rights abuses and the feeling of being treated with suspicion by the rest of the country -views that differentiate little from pre-2011 Egypt. 118 On 25 January 2013, thirteen domestic human rights groups wrote an open letter to the Egyptian government, advocating a comprehensive approach:
[A]ddressing terrorism requires that a more comprehensive vision be adopted which confronts the religious discourse that praises terrorism. This vision must also take into consideration the economic, social, and political circumstances in which terrorism emerges and spreads. Counterterrorism efforts must not include arbitrary measures but rather be conducted within a framework that respects the law and individual rights throughout the process of identifying the real perpetrators. 
International Policy Responses towards Sinai
Israeli government
The Israeli government is considerably worried about Sinai, both as a platform for cross-border terrorism and because of the smuggling routes to Gaza. Since the 2011 uprising, Israel's political relations with Egypt have been strained. This was certainly true during the year-long presidency of the Muslim Brotherhood's Mohamed Morsi, but it was also the case under SCAF rule and still stands today. However, military and intelligence cooperation are at their height -and were unaffected by the Islamist president. Although the security annex of the 1979 EgyptIsrael Peace Treaty limits the number of troops and types of armament in the Sinai Peninsula, Israel has regularly waived such regulations and permitted significant Egyptian armed forces deployments to counter the salafi jihadist threat.
Primarily, Israeli policy toward the Sinai threat -of rockets, smugglers and infiltrators of both the economic and terrorist variety -is defensive. In December 2013, Israel completed its 245km-long fence on the Egyptian border.
120 Although Israel and Egypt were at peace, an initiative to stop infiltration on the IsraeliEgyptian border -known as Project Hourglass -was first conceived in 2005. According to the Israel Defence Forces (IDF), the initial purpose of the project was to counter drug smuggling and the possibility of Hamas terrorists crossing into Israel from Sinai following the IDF's redeployment from the Gaza-Egypt border. 121 However, in early 2010 Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu proposed the fence as a method for keeping out African migrants. 122 When Mubarak and with it the police state in Sinai fell, and when salafi jihadists crossed the border to attack in August 2011, the idea of building the border barrier seemed prescient.
With the border fence complete, the possibility of attacking Israel across the border is significantly more difficult. Instead, salafi jihadists have taken to attacking over it. To counter the threat of incoming rockets, Israel depends on its Iron Dome anti-rocket system, developed to counter projectiles regularly fired from Gaza. In August 2013, an Iron Dome battery intercepted a rocket incoming from Sinai for the first time. 123 After a 20
January 2014 attack caught Israel by surprise, Israel Radio announced an Iron Dome unit would be deployed in Eilat "until further notice". 124 The system successfully engaged on 31 January. Israel has also taken precautions to protect civilian aircraft landing in or taking off from Eilat from possible MANPADS attacks. In August 2013, Israel briefly closed the Eilat airport, and diverted air-traffic, following intelligence from Egypt regarding a threat to Eilat aviation. 125 Israel's Civil Aviation Authority has also adjusted flight-paths from Tel Aviv to Eilat, which had previously hugged the Egyptian border on incoming.
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Finally, while Israeli policymakers have been willing to tackle the militant threat with targeted killings, to date Israeli leaders have preferred not carrying out such provocative measures inside Egyptian territory -instead using the Gaza theatre to target salafi jihadists involved in attacking Israel from Sinai. Most recently, an Israeli aircraft fired upon Abdallah Kharti, who was involved in cross-border attacks, while he was in Gaza on 9 February 2014.
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US and European governments
Since 2011, stability in Sinai has been a key mutual interest in US-Egyptian relations because of the security threat violent actors in the region pose to Egypt, Israel and other US interests. US$1.3 billion of annual US aid to Egyptof US$1.55 total -is spent on its military. Some of this funding for border security and counter-smuggling directly supports military operations in Sinai, but most of this support is spent on major systems. Although the Egyptian armed forces have deployed tanks and F-16s to Sinai, the more effective counter-terrorism tool of such big-ticket items is Apache helicopters. Following the July 2013 coup, the Obama administration decided to halt the transfer of ten Apaches the Egyptians had previously purchased. 128 Administration officials argue that this halt has not affected Egypt's ability to fight terrorism in Sinai, although from a military perspective more Apaches would allow for more operations. 129 The European Union and individual European nations also are concerned about the threat of terrorism in and from Sinai. For instance, in October 2012, the government of the Netherlands voiced concern that "[t]he lack of effective authority in [Sinai] means that jihadists, whether international or Egyptian, are able to operate freely". 130 In the November 2013, public summary of the 34th edition of its "Terrorist Threat Assessment for the Netherlands", the Dutch government noted that Sinai-based salafi jihadists might target civilian aircraft with surface-to-air missiles. 131 Indeed, in October 2013, the Dutch airline Transavia halted its flights to Sharm al Shaykh based on the possibility of such a threat.
Despite these statements of concern, Europe tends to provide economic and development -not security -aid to Egypt. Since 2005, the European Union has funded the €64 million South Sinai Regional Development Programme.
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The US also provides support for such programmes through the US Agency for International Development (USAID). USAID's Livelihood and Income from the Environment in Sinai (LIFE Sinai) programme focused on, from 2008-2012, "the goal of improving the livelihood of low-income Egyptians through the promotion of sustainable development". 134 In 2014, the US Congress passed a law that counter-terrorism aid to Egypt and development aid for Sinai could be delivered regardless of other laws restricting US assistance to Egypt. 135 The US and European nations also provide support to Sinai's stability through the Multinational Force & Observers (MFO) mission. The MFO, which oversees the bilateral obligations of the Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty, is primarily funded by equal contributions from each of the treaty parties and the US (US$25 million, or 31.3 percent of the budget, each). 136 In the last fiscal year, Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands increased contributions to the MFO and the United Kingdom contributed for the first time. 137 The other financial donor countries are Finland, Japan, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. 138 Last year the Czech Republic also deployed aircraft to meet MFO "operational and logistical needs". 139 In addition to financial contributions, thirteen nations contribute force contingents to the MFO. 
Four Future Scenarios for Sinai
Given the security situation as it exists currently in the Sinai Peninsula, it is difficult to predict the threat of Sinaibased terrorism over the next five to ten years. The four scenarios below consider the situation improving over the long-or short-term and also the situation deteriorating, both for Egypt and for the international community. Factors that may further develop the Sinai threat include a failure to address popular grievances, intensified connections between Sinai and international salafi jihadist groups and an influx of foreign fighters searching for the next jihad after the Syrian conflict ends. Factors that may mitigate the Sinai threat include long-term success in military and law enforcement campaigns, improved consideration of the needs of the Sinai population and increased efforts to interdict smuggled weapons at borders and foreign fighters at ports of entry.
Scenario A: Draining the swamp
An ideal outcome is the removal of the Sinai-based terrorist threat to Egyptian national security and the collapse of support for anti-state violence among Sinai's population. To achieve such a result requires a two-pronged approach to Sinai.
The Egyptian police, armed forces and intelligence services would have to root out terrorist networks. Such operations would cut links between Sinai salafi jihadist groups and foreign networks by identifying and arresting foreign fighters in Sinai, disrupting the arrival of salafi jihadists from foreign conflict zones and 133 Delegation of the European Union to Egypt, "Head of the European Union Delegation to Egypt starts a two day visit to countering smuggling efforts across Egypt's borders. Once isolated, Egyptian forces would dismantle ABM as a militant threat -as was successfully done with Tawhid wal Jihad in the 2000s and other violent groups in the 1990s. To ensure that Egypt's efforts do not breed a new generation of militants, Egyptian forces must take care to target only suspected violent actors and not the population as a whole -a differentiation not well-practiced in its campaign against Tawhid wal Jihad.
At the same time, the government in Cairo would focus on addressing the socio-economic, development and other needs of the population in the Sinai Peninsula. By addressing longstanding (tribal) grievances, the government can minimise support for anti-state violence.
Once Egypt succeeded in destroying the salafi jihadist threat in Sinai, the Egyptian armed forces would redeploy, bringing troop and equipment levels in line with the requirements of the Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty, perhaps with minor but permanent modifications to which both parties would agree.
Scenario B: Return of the security state
Egypt could possibly succeed in addressing the threat of Sinai-based terrorism through brute force without addressing underlying grievances. Such a scenario raises comparisons to the situation in Sinai from the 2005 Sharm al Shaykh bombing to the 2011 Egyptian uprising. The peninsula was not entirely calm: there were attacks on tourists, police and Israel. However, Sinai was relatively stable and did not present a significant threat to the mainland.
That stability was achieved through fear. The Sinai population was intimidated by Egypt's security state. Last decade, the security forces also had to crush Tawhid wal Jihad and anyone suspected of supporting it. A return of the security state similarly demands the destruction of the ABM network. This outcome would solve the immediate security problem. However, it would perpetuate tensions between Sinai and the state. As Sinai's residents proved in January and February of 2011, this tension will only build, waiting to explode. This scenario also raises broader questions about the rule of law and human rights -both from a perspective of international law and whether such actions would affect Egypt's foreign relations.
The Egyptian military would claim victory, redeploy to peace treaty levels and leave Sinai security to the Ministry of Interior and general intelligence. Without regular army patrols of the Rafah border area, the possibility would exist for a resumption of links between Sinai and Gaza salafi jihadists.
Scenario C: Sinai insurgency
There has been a steady rise in political violence and terrorism in Cairo and throughout mainland Egypt since the July 2013 coup. The most horrific attacks have links to Sinai, but the majority are carried out by individuals and small groups based west of the Suez Canal. In summer 2013, there were numerous attacks on churches and police stations, while primitive explosives have increasingly targeted police checkpoints and patrols. Whether the work of Islamists, salafi jihadists or revolutionaries, the spread of these attacks is concerning.
The Egyptian military and police may determine that protecting infrastructure in Cairo and the Suez Canal zone is more important than stabilising Sinai. An intolerably high rate of attacks in Cairo or a credible threat to canal traffic could result in the redeployment from North Sinai without succeeding in clearing the peninsula of salafi jihadist violent actors.
In this scenario, Egypt would manage to isolate Sinai from the rest of Egypt by tightly controlling formal crossings and upping patrols of maritime borders. This vice around the peninsula would also disrupt foreign fighters from reaching Sinai; and Israeli and Egyptian decision-makers would work out an arrangement for an effective Egyptian deployment in the Rafah border area.
Egypt and Israel would continue, and strengthen, security and intelligence cooperation over Sinai. With Egyptian attention turned elsewhere, Israel may consider conducting infrequent cross-border pre-emptive operations. If Egyptian forces halt their operations against a mutual threat, Israeli leaders may seek permission from Cairo to take matters into their own hands. 141 Sinai's anti-state insurgency would continue. Small scale attacks would occur regularly against police and security checkpoints and buildings in Sinai. There would be occasional medium-to large-scale strikes against security forces such as those that have been seen before: attacks on police busses and car bombs at security and intelligence headquarters. However, Sinai-based groups would have difficulty conducting attacks outside Sinai. While difficult, mainland attacks by Sinai-based salafi jihadists would not be impossible. Events such as a major terrorist attack outside Sinai, but tied to a group there, may draw the Egyptian military back into the peninsula. Similarly, threats or attacks against South Sinai tourist infrastructure or the Suez Canal -major sources of income for Cairo -could result in another military offensive. In this way, a Sinai insurgency scenario could be compared to Egyptian policy over much of 2011-2013: major deployments in response to specific threats or attacks, followed by a let up in operations until the next major threat.
Scenario D: Global jihadist safe-haven
In a worst-case scenario, the Egyptian military also would redeploy from Sinai without succeeding in draining Sinai of violent actors. Unlike the "Sinai insurgency" outcome, however, Egypt would fail to localise the insurgency. Terrorists with ties to Sinai regularly would conduct attacks in cities along the Suez Canal and throughout the country, including large-scale bombings, targeting of ships in the Suez and threats against foreign embassies.
Egypt likely will be too concerned with countering threats to the mainland and the Suez Canal to again deploy troops into Sinai, so the peninsula could become a safe-haven for foreign jihadists and a training hub for foreign fighters. If South Sinai remains a tourist destination, attacks there may be a "red line" for the Egyptian government. However, given the nationwide descent into violence in this scenario, Egypt's tourism industry may further collapse.
In such a scenario, Israel, the US and other members of the international community may be more likely to act in and around Sinai to counter the international threat. As a safe-haven for foreign salafi jihadists, Sinai could be compared to the western tribal areas of Pakistan: as there, the state has limited will or capacity to counter a growing threat to itself, its cross-border neighbour (with which it maintains tense relations) and the international community.
Looking Ahead
These scenarios are laid out above in order of best-to worst-case. In order of probabilities, the likelihood of such scenarios is Scenario B: "Return of the security state"; Scenario C: "Sinai insurgency"; Scenario A: "Draining the swamp"; and Scenario D: "Global jihadist safe-haven". While most worrisome, the safe-haven scenario is made even less likely by regional events. Although there has been a growing concern about foreign fighters traveling to Sinai to fight the Egyptian military, the civil war in Syria is an exponentially bigger draw for foreign fighters. At the same time, nearby Libya and Yemen (and, further afield, Somalia and Mali) already provide salafi jihadist safehavens. Similarly, Gaza has an established infrastructure of training camps for foreign fighters.
The international community, through security cooperation and training, can increase the likelihood that Egypt will succeed in its operations against Sinai-based violent actors (scenarios A and B) . Through targeted aid and investment, the international community could possibly increase the likelihood that the Egyptian government will address local grievances after a successful security approach, providing for a more sustainable solution (scenario A).
Policy Recommendations
Scenario A ("Draining the swamp") is the best possible outcome for Egypt, the region and the international community; while the more likely scenario B ("Return of the security state") may also manage in the short-to medium-term to quiet anti-state violence -taking into account that such an interim solution would likely breed future unrest without a more comprehensive, sustainable solution. Therefore, Egyptian and international policies should steer current trends towards these outcomes.
Egypt should:
1. Continue its military and law enforcement campaign in Sinai, working with the local population to address mutual security threats and rebuild trust; 2. Ensure to as great an extent as possible the protection of Sinai's civilian population during pursuit of suspected salafi jihadists and promptly investigate and release those falsely arrested in security raids;
3. Provide promised financial aid to Sinai residents affected by military operations; 4. Strengthen border security through increased technology and better trained patrols; and 5. Work with tribal leaders, the Sinai population and development specialists to address sources of economic and other frustrations among the peninsula's residents.
While this Paper focuses on the threat of Sinai-based terrorism, Egypt's current political conflict is exacerbating the terrorist threat to the mainland. Disenfranchised and angry factions of society are both more susceptible to a violent salafi jihadist narrative and more likely to conduct anti-state violence -inspired by salafi jihadism or notthat distracts the Egyptian government from the more dangerous threat in Sinai. Egypt's leaders must consider this reality to avoid the country's continuation down a violent path.
To assist Egypt in these policy decisions, the international community should: 1. Provide Egypt with border security and counter-terrorism equipment and training; a. Especially for the US, this will require serious but difficult conversations regarding Egypt's real needs and adjusting arms sales accordingly; b. International governments cannot continue business as usual with the government of Egypt if the latter is not moving in a democratic direction, but relationships must at least adapt into a transactional one in which international interests -including Sinai security -are being met; 2. Share intelligence with Egypt on known routes of foreign fighters going to and from Syria in an effort to keep Egyptians or other experienced fighters from joining salafi jihadists in Sinai; 3. Continue to offer advice and assistance for development projects in Sinai and encourage Egyptian counterparts to understand the national security benefit of accepting such aid; 4. Offer Egypt support in addressing the threat of Sinai-based terrorism, but publicly and privately differentiate clearly between the real terrorist threat and political opposition; and 5. Encourage the Egyptian government to provide political space for legitimate grievances to be raised peacefully, which may separate political violence from salafi jihadist violence.
Consideration of scenarios C and D ("Sinai insurgency" and "Global jihadist safe-haven") requires Cairo to have mostly "given up" on Sinai: unlikely, but still possible. To avoid the continuation of Sinai's terrorism trend towards scenario C or D, the international community should be proactive with Egypt: privately cajoling the Egyptian government to address its responsibilities as the peninsula's sovereign and warning of a willingness to ignore that sovereignty if it does not.
